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Abstract. A new strategy for allocating area, at layout, for enhancing the soft yield of R-2R ladders is introduced.
In contrast to the conventional and convenient approach of allocating equal area to each R/2R bit-slice, the new
strategy allocates progressively larger areas to higher-order bits. With this strategy, the INL yield for a fixed total
resistor area as determined by local random variations in the sheet resistance is optimized. Simulation results show
that the new area allocation strategy provides significant improvements in INL yield compared to what is achievable
with the conventional area allocation strategy.
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1. Introduction

It is well recognized that different layout approaches of
a given circuit may result in significantly different soft
yields. Because of the importance of layout, consider-
able effort has been focused on optimizing the layout of
matching-critical circuits. However, most of this work
has been concentrated on the matching of two nomi-
nally identical devices or on arrays of nominally identi-
cal devices. Invariably, reported results are based upon
using a standard cell and are concerned about place-
ment and segmentation strategies for reducing yield
loss due to random gradient variations. Little attention
has been paid to circuits which require ratio matching
where the ratio is not equal to one and essentially no
consideration has been given to the issue of area al-
location between components when the precise value
of some components in a circuit is more critical than
the value of others. In this work, the issue of optimal
area allocation between the resistors in R-2R ladders
is addressed.

Gradients and local random variations in the sheet
resistance are the two major factors that contribute to
ratio-matching errors in resistors. The effects of first
or higher-order gradient effects on ratio matching can
be minimized by appropriate placement, segmentation
and common-centroiding of the layout [1–3]. If the
types of gradient effects present can be accurately mod-
eled, these techniques can be used to drive the gradient

effects to arbitrarily low levels. If gradient effects have
been taken care of, local random sheet resistance vari-
ations become the dominant contributor to ratio errors.
Several researchers have reported that the standard de-
viation of the resistance or capacitance in integrated
devices due to local random variations [4, 5] is in-
versely proportional to the square root of the area used
for the components. Thus, the conventional strategy
for minimizing the effects of random local variations
in the sheet resistance is to allocate sufficient area to
the matching-critical components to achieve accept-
able matching performance. Unfortunately, there is lit-
tle in the literature to suggest how area relates to yield
when the ideal component ratios are not unity. As a
result, many engineers either allocate excessive area to
achieve an acceptable yield or suffer a yield penalty if
inadequate area is allocated. Unfortunately, too, is the
observation that many engineers do not know whether
they have allocated too much or too little area for a given
yield target until after test results have been obtained
and, if the yield is inadequate, they often do not know
whether the yield loss is due to inadequate area allo-
cation or other factors. Although it might appear that
allocating excessive area is a viable design strategy,
aside from the increased die costs and hard yield loss
associated with the excessive area allocation, the in-
creased parasitic capacitances associated with the extra
area will invariable limit high-frequency performance
of the circuit.
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Beyond the issue of area allocation is the issue of
area partitioning and this has received little, if any, at-
tention in the literature. Invariably, if an n:1 component
ratio is required, it is assumed that this will require
an n:1 area ratio as well. Thus, the conventional area
partitioning strategy can be termed a component-ratio
strategy. Whether the component-ratio area partition-
ing strategy is optimal deserves consideration. As a
consequence, the problem of soft-yield management in
ratio-critical circuits becomes one of determining how
to optimally allocate and partition area between the
matching-critical components.

One partial solution to this problem is to develop
better tools or analytical procedures for area allocation
so that area can be judiciously allocated for achiev-
ing a desired yield. It was recently shown that for some
applications requiring two or more ratio-matched com-
ponents the yield can be significantly improved [6] by
using an area partitioning strategy different from the
standard component-ratio strategy. Thus, a second part
of a solution to this problem is to develop better area
partitioning strategies for ratio-critical circuits.

In the following, we will concentrate on the linear-
ity of R-2R ladders by studying specifically the INL of
these structures. We will develop an analytical proce-
dure for predicting the soft yield based upon the areas
allocated to the individual resistors in the structure.
We will also introduce a new area partitioning strat-
egy that will improve yield for a given total area. In
these discussions, it will be assumed that appropriate
segmentation and placement is used to render gradient
effects non-dominant.

A simple example shows the important role that the
area partitioning plays in these structures. Consider
the case of the n-bit R-2R ladder DAC of Fig. 1 where

Fig. 1. A basic n-bit R-2R DAC.

the resistors without a subscript are nominally of value
R and those with the ‘2’ subscript are nominally of
value 2R. It will be shown that by using the new area
partitioning strategy for resistor layout, the standard de-
viation of the INL for a 16-bit DAC will be reduced by
48% when compared to that attained with the standard
component-ratio area partitioning strategy. This same
example can be viewed in a different way. If the stan-
dard area partitioning strategy was used along with the
area needed to obtain a yield of 81.5%, it will be shown
that the new area partitioning strategy will improve the
yield to 99% for the same total area.

2. Area-Partitioning

If the gradient effects are neglected, it is well-known
that the standard deviation of the normalized resistance
of any rectangular resistors of length L and width W
due to local random variations in the sheet resistance
can be expressed as [6]:

σ Rran
RN

= Aρ

ρN

√
WL

= Aρ

ρN
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AR
= Kρ

ρN
√

AR
(1)

where Aρ is a process parameter that characterizes the
random local sheet resistance variation, ρN is the nom-
inal value of the sheet resistance, and AR is the area of
the resistor. For convenience, the ratio of Aρ to ρN is
denoted as Kρ .

The two standard area partitioning approaches de-
picted in Fig. 2 for implementing an R-2R ladder can
be both termed component-ratio partitioning strategies.
In this figure, the switches d1, . . . dn are not shown. We
term the strategy of Fig. 2(a) the “conventional series”
strategy. In the conventional series strategy, the “R”
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Fig. 2. Area distribution of standard R-2R ladders (a) conventional series and (b) conventional parallel configurations.

resistors are all implemented with a unit resistor cell
and the “2R” resistors are implemented with two of
the unit resistor cells connected in series. The second,
depicted in Fig. 2(b) is termed the “conventional paral-
lel” strategy. In the latter, the “2R” resistors are all im-
plemented with the standard resistor cell and the “R”
resistors are implemented with two standard resistor
cells placed in parallel.

For the n-bit R-2R DAC depicted in Fig. 1, we will
assume the amplifier and the feedback resistor are ideal.
This DAC has N = 2n output levels and from the defi-
nition of the endpoint INL [7], it can be readily shown
that the INL at the kth output is given by:

INLk =
(

n∑
i=1

di Ii − k

N − 1

n∑
i=1

Ii

)/
INOM

0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 (2)

where the sequence 〈di 〉 is the digital input, k is the
decimal equivalent of 〈di 〉, Ii is the current flowing
in the corresponding bit resistors and the INOM is the
nominal current of one LSB. The INL is defined to be
the maximum of the absolute values of the INLk and is
formally expressed as:

INL = max
0≤k≤N−1

{|INLk |} (3)

The standard deviation of the INL is denoted by
σINL. The INL is a random variable and is the N th
order statistic of the N correlated random variables,
|INLk | 0, ≤ k ≤ N − 1. Analytical expressions for
statistics of the INL such as σINL are not mathemati-
cally tractable. This information is, however, essential
for soft yield prediction and computer simulations can
be used for characterizing the INL.

A comparison of the standard deviation of the INL
for the conventional n-bit series and the conventional
n-bit parallel area partitioning strategies for the R-2R
ladder will now be made. For this comparison, it will

be assumed that the total area for the R-2R ladders is
fixed for all n and that the standard deviation of a resis-
tor with this total area is 0.1% of the nominal value. A
C-program was used for a statistical analysis of the re-
sultant R-2R ladders and the results are shown in Fig. 3.
From this plot, it is apparent that for a fixed total re-
sistor area, the conventional series layout will give a
substantial improvement in yield when compared with
the conventional parallel layout. It can be deduced that
to enhance yield, it is better to allocate more area to
the “2R” resistors than to the “R” resistors. From this
example, it is apparent that area allocation plays an im-
portant role in yield. This example naturally raises two
questions: What is the optimal area allocation between
the “R” and “2R” resistors and how should the area be
allocated between more significant and less significant
bit slices for a given total area? In what follows we will
attempt to answer these two questions and develop in-
sight into what resistors play the most important role
in the overall INL.

With reference to Fig. 1, it can be shown analytically
that the standard deviation of the INLk , σINLk , is a max-
imum at k = 2n−1 and at k = 2n−1 − 1. This can be

Fig. 3. Sigma INL vs. resolution level.
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expressed as:

max(σINLk) = σINL(2n−1) = σINL(2n−1−1) (4)

It is instructive to identify the major contributors to
max(σINLk). Although a formal expression of σINL(2n−1)

for any n is possible, the expression for the case where
n = 3 does provide the desired insight. If we assume
each resistor can be expressed as the sum of a nominal
value and a random component, R = RNOM + Rr , it
follows from a tedious but straightforward derivation
for a 3-bit R-2R ladder that

max(σINLk) = σ

{
4

7
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3

16
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+ 3

16
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+ 3

2

R2(3)r

RNOM

)}
(5)

From this expression, it is apparent that the MSB re-
sistors R(3) and R2(3) provide the largest contribu-
tions to the standard deviation. These two resistors
comprise the MSB bit slice of the R-2R ladder. Fur-
ther, within the bit slice, the resistor R2(3) is a bigger
contributor to the overall standard deviation than the re-
sistor R(3). This indicates the “2R” resistor is a larger
contributor to σINL(2n−1) than the “R” resistor in the bit-
slice supporting the earlier observation that the “stan-
dard series” configuration which allocates more area to
the “2R” resistors should have a lower σINL(2n−1) than
the “standard parallel” configuration. This can be gen-
eralized to suggest that the MSB resistors make a larger
contribution to the standard deviation of the max(σINLk)
than the LSB resistors and the “2R” resistors make a
larger contribution than the “R” resistors in arbitrary
R-2R ladder networks. Although max(σINLk) is not the
standard deviation of the INL, this expression gives
insight into the roles that different resistors play in de-
termining the overall INL. Intuitively, the overall INL
should be reduced if the standard deviation of those
resistors that make the individual INLks large can be
reduced. This can be achieved if more area is allocated
to the MSB resistors and less area is allocated to the
LSB resistors while keeping the total area constant and
even further improvements can be made if more area
is allocated to the “2R” resistors than to the “R” resis-
tors. Of course, if too much area were removed from
the LSB resistors, the contributions of these resistors to

the overall INL would again dominate thus deteriorat-
ing the INL. Although this qualitative discussion pro-
vides guidance into how the area should be allocated,
a more rigorous investigation is needed to determining
how the area should be optimally allocated between
resistors in the R-2R structure. An n-bit R-2R struc-
ture is comprised of 2n + 1 resistors and thus the key
question is how to allocate area between these 2n + 1
elements. This 2n + 1 variable optimization problem
itself is quite involved. It can be argued, however, that
a near optimal solution can be obtained by considering
how to distribute area between bit slices and how to
allocate area within a bit slice. This facilitates a ma-
jor reduction in the order of the optimization problem.
In what follows, we will first consider a two-parameter
optimization [7] and then extend it to a three-parameter
optimization.

2.1. Two-Parameter Optimization

We will consider an 8-bit R-2R ladder but the results
extend to R-2R ladders of any order. Referring again
to Fig. 1, observe each bit slice has an “R” resistor and
a “2R” resistor allocated to the slice. The area allo-
cated to these two resistors will be designated as the
area associated with that slice (bit). The area allocated
to the pth bit will be denoted as Ap. Therefore, the
first slice area is A1, the second is A2, and the MSB
slice area is An for an n-bit ladder. For convenience,
we will allocate the termination resistor, R(0) in Fig. 1,
to the LSB slice. In each slice, the allocation of area
between the “R” resistor and the “2R” resistor must
also be determined. Denote the ratio of the area allo-
cated to the “2R” resistor and the “R” resistor in the
pth bit as kp. An optimal area assignment strategy in-
volves determining the optimal values of A1, . . . An and
k1, . . . kn . With 2n variables and only one constraint,
the total area, an analytical formulation of the optimal
area allocation algorithm appears unwieldy.

To reduce the order, we will assume that the area
ratio of the neighboring slices is m, i.e. A2 = m A1,
A3 = m A2, . . . An = m An−1 and the area ratio of the
2R and R resistor inside each slice is k as depicted in
Fig. 4. We have thus reduced a 2n−1 variable optimiza-
tion problem to the 2-variable optimization problem of
finding optimal values for m and k. With this order re-
duction, for a given fixed Atotal, the standard deviation
of the INL of the ladder is only a function of k, m. For
relative comparisons, the value of Atotal is arbitrary.
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Fig. 4. Area allocation of R-2R ladder cells (a) inter-slice allocation and (b) intra-slice allocation.

For an 8-bit R-2R ladder, we first assumed k = 2
(this corresponds to the “conventional series” strategy
discussed earlier) and then varied m by computer sim-
ulations to find a minimum in the standard deviation
of the INL. We found a shallow one-dimensional local
minimum in the INL around m = 1.7 as depicted in
Fig. 5. Then m was fixed at 1.7 and k was varied to

Fig. 5. Standard deviation of INL vs. m for an 8-bit R-2R ladder with k = 2 (a) coarse view (b) expanded view.

Fig. 6. Standard deviation of INL vs. k for an 8-bit R-2R ladder with m = 1.7 (a) coarse view (b) expanded view.

obtain an optimal value of k and the optimal value of
k around k = 2.2 as depicted in Fig. 6 was obtained.
This one-dimensional local minimum was even shal-
lower. We then repeated this procedure, fixing first k
and then m but saw little further movement in either k
or m. It can thus be concluded that the two-dimensional
local minimum is shallow and approximately given by
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m = 1.7 and k = 2.2. From these simulations, it is
apparent that the standard deviation is somewhat more
sensitive to m than to k for n = 8. Simulations were un-
dertaken for values of n larger and smaller than n = 8.
The local minima did not change much from the values
of m = 1.7 and k = 2.2.

Although the local minimum is quite shallow, it
should be observed that the value of m = 1.7 is far from
the value of m = 1 that would correspond to one of the
standard component-ratio area partitioning strategies
thus indicating much more area should be allocated to
the higher-order bit slices than to the lower-order bit
slices.

2.2. Three-Parameter Optimization

In the two parameter optimization procedure, we allo-
cated the area for the extra termination resistor to the
LSB slice and did not allow the area partitioning within
a bit slice to change with slice location. These restric-
tions can be altered by considering a three parameter
optimization which is still quite manageable. The pa-
rameters m1, m2 and k1 are defined respectively as the
area ratio of the adjacent “2R” resistors, the area ratio
of the adjacent “R” resistors and the area ratio of all
of the “2R” resistors to that of all of the “R” resistors.
For convenience, the LSB terminating resistor that is in
series with the LSB “R” resistor is treated as the final
“2R” resistor and is designated as R2(0). Formally,

m1 = AR2(k)

AR2(k−1)
for n ≤ k ≤ 1

m2 = AR(k)

AR(k−1)
for n ≤ k ≤ 3

k1 =
∑n

i=0 AR2(i)∑n
i=2 AR(i)

This area partitioning is depicted in Fig. 7. Following
a simulation strategy similar to that used in the two-
parameter case, the optimal values of m1 = 1.7, m2 =
1.7 and k1 = 2.2 were obtained. With the exception of
the area associated with the termination resistor, these
results are essentially the same as obtained in the two-
parameter optimization and these results are essentially
independent of n.

Although the two-parameter and the three-parameter
optimizations do not necessarily provide the same local
minimum as the completely general 2n − 1 parameter
optimization, they do suggest that a substantially higher
percentage of the total area needs to be allocated to the

Fig. 7. The area distribution of three-parameter approach.

higher-order bits than to the lower-order bits. As such,
it is unlikely that the more general 2n − 1 parameter
optimization would result in substantive improvements
over what was obtained with the much simpler two-
parameter optimization.

2.3. Simplified Area Allocation Strategy

Since the local minimums obtained above are quite
shallow, near optimal INL performance can be ob-
tained even if the area allocations differ modestly from
the optimal. This will make the layout more practi-
cal. However, maintaining the area ratios for the lower
order bits will become increasingly challenging since
the areas for the lower-order slices are becoming quite
small. Since the area for the lower-order slices is quite
small and comprises only a few percent of the total
area for large n, the question naturally arises: Can the
LSB slices have the same area to reduce the layout
efforts? Since this non-optimal area assignment will
cause degradation in the standard deviation of the INL,
the increase in INL will be considered.

Table 1 gives the increase in the standard deviation
of the INL for selected resolution R-2R ladders over
what would be obtained if the same total area were
used with optimal area partitioning. In this table, s is
the number of LSB stages with the same area. The first
n − s + 1 stages were designed with the m = 1.7 and
k = 2.2 area allocation strategy and the area in the
last s stages were all equal to the area in stage s. The

Table 1. The standard deviation of R-2R ladder.

n s σINCR (%)

8 3 0.5445

10 4 0.6819

12 5 0.6445

14 6 0.5302

16 8 0.9915
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Fig. 8. The normalized sigma INL of R-2R ladder vs. resolutions.

increase in the standard deviation of the INL, σINCR ,
is less than 1% for the cases considered. For example,
if the last 8 stages of a 16-bit R-2R network all have
the same area, the penalty in σINL over what would be
obtained with optimal area allocation is less than 1%.

2.4. Comparison with Existing Strategies

The new area allocation performance based upon m =
1.7 and k = 2.2 is compared with that of the conven-

Fig. 9. The normalized sigma INL of R-2R ladder vs. resolutions of three different optimal approaches.

tional series and the conventional parallel approaches in
Fig. 8 for different optimization values of n. In this plot,
the standard deviation of the INL was normalized to that
of the standard parallel layout to facilitate the compar-
ison. From this plot, it is apparent that the standard de-
viation is reduced more with higher ladder resolution.
For a 3-bit R-2R ladder, the decrease in the standard
deviation is 25% and for a 16-bit R-2R ladder it is about
60% relative to what is attainable with the conventional
parallel layout that allocated equal area to each bit.

The normalized sigma INLs for the three different
approaches discussed above are compared in Fig. 9.
The data of the simplified approach is based upon the
area assignments given in Table 1. From these simu-
lation results, it is apparent that the three different ap-
proaches give almost the same σINL and consequently
the same yield.

3. Yield Enhancement with Optimal
Area Allocation

The improvement in the standard deviation of the INL
over what is achievable with a standard equal area/slice
area allocation strategy was presented in the previous
section. What is of bigger concern is how much im-
provement in yield can be obtained with the optimal
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area allocation strategy. The yield improvement will
be discussed in this section.

The soft yield [6] of a device that has a single random
error mechanism that is normally distributed can be
expressed as:

Y = erf

(
ε

σ
√

2

)
(6)

where, ε is the tolerable error in a parameter of interest,
σ is the standard deviation of the same parameter, and
erf(x) is the standard error function. If Y1 is the yield for
a standard deviation σ1, it is easy to show that the yield
Y2 if the standard deviation is changed to σ2 relates to
Y1 by the relationship

Y2 = erf

(
σ1

σ2
erf−1(Y1)

)
(7)

From (7), if σ1 is the optimal standard deviation (σmin)
and Y1 is the corresponding optimal yield (Yopt), it fol-
lows that the yield for a non-optimal sigma, Y , is given
by

Y = erf

(
σmin

σ
erf−1(Yopt)

)
(8)

It follows from (8) that a comparison of the opti-
mal yield with a conventional series and a conventional
parallel area assignment can be made from the data in
Fig. 8. This comparison is made in Fig. 10. In this com-
parison, the total area for the optimal area assignment
for each n was selected to obtain a yield of 99% with

Fig. 10. The yield of different area configuration of R-2R ladder
vs. resolutions with same total resistor area.

the optimal area assignment. From this comparison, it
is apparent that a substantial yield penalty will be paid
if the optimal area allocation strategy is not used. For
example, if the area is determined so that the optimal
yield of a 16-bit R-2R ladder is 99%, then the con-
ventional series area allocation approach would result
in a yield of only 81.5%. Stated alternately, if a con-
ventional series area allocation had a soft yield due to
random variations in the sheet resistance of 81.5%, then
the new area allocation strategy would provide a yield
of 99% with the same total area allocated to the R-2R
ladder.

The concepts presented here can be extended to the
optimal allocation of area in capacitors and transistors
in related applications.

4. Layout of Standard Cells

It is still important to use a standard cell and, if gradients
are a problem, common centroid layouts of the R-2R
array. With the required scaling of area between slices,
the issue of how the ratios of m = 1.7 and k = 2.2 can
be achieved deserves attention. Since the local min-
imums are reasonably shallow, there is considerable
flexibility in the layout. One possible standard cell lay-
out that involves rationing in the first 6 stages and that
then maintains a constant area per slice will now be
described. Assume the “2R” resistor of the MSB block
is comprised of 288 unit cells arranged 12 wide and
24 long. The MSB “R” resistor would then be 12 wide
and 12 long. The next MSB block would have a “2R”
resistor that is 9 wide and 18 long and the correspond-
ing “R” resistor would be 9 wide and 9 long. The third
MSB block would have the “2R” resistors 7 wide by
14 long and the corresponding “R” resistor would be
7 wide by 7 long. The fourth “2R” resistor would be
5 wide by 10 long and the corresponding “R” resis-
tor would be 5 wide by 5 long. The next “2R” resistor
would be 4 wide by 8 long and the corresponding “R”
resistor would be 4 wide by 4 long. All remaining slices
would have “2R” resistors that are 3 wide by 6 long and
all “R” resistors that are 3 wide by 3 long. In this case,
the sequence of m values is 1.78, 1.65, 1.96, 1.56, 1.78,
1, 1, . . . , 0.75 and the sequence of k values are all 2.
Applying this approach to an 8-bit R-2R ladder, the
increase in the standard deviation of the INL, σINCR ,
is only 0.9% of the INL achievable with the optimal
approach. Therefore, a modest deviation from the opti-
mal k and m values will still give a near-optimal yield.
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Other layout strategies that use the standard cell and
which may provide closer agreement to the m = 1.7
and k = 2.2 area allocation strategy exist as well.

In the formulation presented in this paper, the is-
sues of contact resistance and edge definition were not
addressed. The random component of the contact re-
sistance does play a significant role in yield prediction
of R-2R networks but it can be shown that the contact
resistance does not alter the area allocation results de-
veloped in this paper. The randomness of the edges of
the resistors will play a role as well when a large num-
ber of unit cells are used to realize the resistors in the
R-2R network. A formulation for the optimization of
area allocation when both sheet resistance variations
and edge variations are contributors to yield loss is
straightforward but quite tedious and is not included in
this work.

5. Conclusions

An assessment of the INL yield associated with random
variations in the sheet resistance for the standard series
and standard parallel equal bit/slice area layouts of an
R-2R ladder was made. This assessment shows that
the yield of the standard series layout was somewhat
better than the yield for the standard parallel layout. A
new method for distributing area between the resistors
of different bit slices has been introduced that provides
near optimal yield for a given total resistor area. This
area allocation strategy results in placing a higher per-
centage of the total area in the higher-order bit slices
than in the lower-order bit slices. The optimal area al-
location strategy provides a substantial improvement
in soft yield when compared to what is achievable with
the standard equal area allocation strategies.
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